Now on board: Snoopy, Charlie & friends!

Condor and the Peanuts support children’s projects of the organization Wings of Help – LOG

Berlin, June 10, 2010: Condor presented an Airbus A320 with special design at the International Aerospace Exhibition (ILA) in Berlin. One aircraft of each fleet is going to be decorated with Peanuts figures. These flagships will attract worldwide attention. Condor and the Peanuts are celebrating the 60th anniversary of Charlie Brown and his friends with a huge fund-raising for the benefit of children’s projects of the aid organization Wings of Help.

Condor and the Peanuts will support the aid organization e.g. by donating a part of our earnings from ticket and board shop sales as well as by arranging many special activities for the good cause. Thus comprising a public auction of aircraft models with a Snoopy lacquering, the profits of which will be passed on one-to-one to Wings of Help - LOG. As a very family-friendly airline, Condor is reliably flying children and their parents into the sun every day. That is why we also take care about those kids on the shady side of life. Working together with Wings of Help - LOG makes an important contribution. For about seven years, the organization not only offers medicinal help and relief material but also provides strategic support through the supply and coordination of shipment and by carrying out air transport. Wings of Help puts the main emphasis of its work on helping children throughout the world. The special thing: Every single cent of a donation reaches those in need without any deductions.

Flagships are going to be a Boeing 767 (D-ABUH), a Boeing 757 (D-ABOF) and one Airbus 320 (D-AICE). Snoopy & the Peanuts are going to smile from the body of our aircrafts. Furthermore, all other aircrafts will get a respective logo. Please do not hesitate to contact us in order to get some pictures.
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